# EGADÉ Executive MBA Class of 2022

## January 2021

**Orientation: January 14—16, 2021**
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## February 2021

2.12 (AM) Leadership & Power in Orgs | Brett

2.12 (AM) Financial Reporting/Acc. Analytics | Drake

2.13 (AM) Financial Reporting/Acc. Analytics | Drake

2.13 (PM) Leadership & Power in Orgs | Brett

## March 2021

3.12 (AM) Leadership & Power in Orgs | Brett

3.12 (PM) Business Economics | Mendoza

3.13 (AM) Business Economics | Mendoza

3.13 (PM) Leadership & Power in Orgs | Brett

## April 2021

4.19–4.23 Intensive: Innovation | Drummond

Course delivered on ASU’s Tempe campus

## May 2021

5.14 (AM) Strategy for Customer Development | Rocha

5.14 (PM) Data Analytics for Decision Making | Ozuna

5.15 (AM) Data Analytics for Decision Making | Ozuna

5.15 (PM) Strategy for Customer Development | Rocha

## June 2021

6.11 (AM) Data Analytics for Decision Making | Ozuna

6.11 (PM) Customer Development | Rocha


6.12 (PM) Data Analytics for Decision Making | Ozuna

## July 2021

7.16 (AM) Intrafirm Analytics for Decision Making | Hillegeist

7.16 (PM) Negotiations & Conflict Resolution | Enciso/Maraboto

7.17 (AM) Negotiations & Conflict Resolution | Enciso/Maraboto

7.17 (PM) Intrafirm Analytics for Decision Making | Hillegeist

## August 2021

8.20 (AM) Transformational Leadership | Corley

8.20 (PM) Corporate Finance | Bates/Rivera

8.21 (AM) Corporate Finance | Bates/Rivera

8.21 (PM) Transformational Leadership | Corley

## September 2021


Course delivered on ASU’s Tempe campus

## October 2021

10.15 (AM) Data Analytics for Decision Making | Montanez

10.15 (PM) Supply Chain Improvement | Porras/Collins

10.16 (AM) Supply Chain Improvement | Porras/Collins

10.16 (PM) Data Analytics for Decision Making | Montanez

---

*Academic calendar subject to change*
NOVEMBER 2021
11.5 (AM) Data Analytics for Decision Making | Montanez
11.5 (PM) Supply Chain Improvement | Porras/Collins
11.6 (AM) Supply Chain Improvement | Porras/Collins
11.6 (PM) Data Analytics for Decision Making | Montanez
11.19 (AM) Business Law | Garcia
11.19 (PM) Prospective Bus. Model Innovation & Scaling Up | de la Vega/Moya
11.20 (AM) Prospective Bus. Model Innovation & Scaling Up | de la Vega/Moya
11.20 (PM) Business Law | Garcia

JANUARY 2022
1.14 (AM) Economic Context of Global Business | Montalvo
1.14 (PM) Roles & Responsibilities for Managers/Business Ethics | Lange
1.15 (AM) Roles & Responsibilities for Managers/Business Ethics | Lange
1.15 (PM) Economic Context of Global Business | Montalvo

FEBRUARY 2022
2.11 (AM) Economic Context of Global Business | Montalvo
2.11 (PM) Roles & Responsibilities for Managers/Business Ethics | Lange
2.12 (AM) Roles & Responsibilities for Managers/Business Ethics | Lange
2.12 (PM) Economic Context of Global Business | Montalvo

MARCH 2022
3.13—3.19 International Practicum (Location TBD) | Keim

APRIL 2022
4.1 (AM & PM) Strategy & Governance | Semadeni/Hillman
4.2 (AM & PM) Strategy & Governance | Semadeni/Hillman

SPRING 2022 GRADUATION